
 

Microscopic membrane could fight gum
disease
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Images of the team's membrane (left) and the zinc nanoparticles (right)
embedded within it. Credit: Advanced Functional Materials / Wiley-VCH

Periodontitis – an advanced form of gum disease that breaks down tissue
and bones housing the teeth – affects more than 70 percent of adults
aged 65 and older. Engineers have devised various ways to combat the
issue, one of which involves covering the gums with microscopic
membranes that can halt the advance of bacteria and promote the
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regrowth of healthy tissue or bone.

Husker engineer Ali Tamayol, alongside colleagues from UCLA and
Harvard Medical School, have now developed a flexible, biodegradable
membrane made from a polymer containing nanoparticles of zinc oxide.

So what?

Existing biodegradable designs often struggle with some combination of
several challenges: strong but time-controlled adhesion to the gums,
bacteria-fighting capability and the reliable regeneration of essential
cells.

Tamayol and his colleagues showed that they could control the
degradation rate of their membrane by adjusting the properties of its
polymer. As expected, the membrane's zinc oxide nanoparticles
succeeded in killing periodontitis-causing bacteria. And the team found
that its membrane spurred substantial bone growth when attached to the
gums of rats suffering from periodontitis.

Now what?

The researchers are calibrating the concentration of zinc oxide
nanoparticles to determine which level best balances the membrane's
bacteria-fighting and cell-regenerating properties.

  More information: Amir Nasajpour et al. A Multifunctional
Polymeric Periodontal Membrane with Osteogenic and Antibacterial
Characteristics, Advanced Functional Materials (2017). DOI:
10.1002/adfm.201703437
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https://phys.org/tags/oxide/
https://phys.org/tags/membrane/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adfm.201703437
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/adfm.201703437
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